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Snowplowable Pavement Marker Test Deck Inspection
November 7. 2006
Location: Scarborough Connector, northbound
Present: Dale Peabody; Wayne Arsenault; Doug Gayne; and Scott McPherson and Crew
from MaineDOT Highway Maintenance Crew; Al Siblick from Hallen Products, Ltd.; Dave
McHugh from RayOLite Corp; Steve Gainer from Ennis Paint.
It should be noted that Ennis Paint now owns the “Stimsonite” brand. Those units on this
deck that were originally provided for evaluation by AveryDennison will hereafter be
referred to as Ennis Paint’s snowplowable markers in this and future correspondence.
Marker assemblies still appear to be in good condition overall
and all are still functioning. There were approximately 250
snowplow passes over the test deck during the course of the
previous winter and there is a high yearround traffic volume
on this road.
Most castings show at least moderate wear on their upper
surfaces with considerable scarifying apparent. The cast iron
housings have now taken on a dark brown natural patina.
It appears that many of the units have been impacted by a
sideway force, most likely plow blades. This force has sheared
the tabs off some of the castings and in some cases has cracked or shattered the housing
(Figure 1). Remarkably, the fracture housings are still providing protection to the reflectors.
This type of damage appears to be typical damage to all brands but less so to the Ennis
Paint units .
The field observation rating system used for this test deck, as described in the original work
plan, is as follows:
5  Excellent, likenew condition
4  Good, some wear evident…still performing well
3  Fair, visibly worn…much abrasion evident on housings, loss of marker reflectivity
2  Poor, significant wear…reduced performance
1  Very poor, no longer functioning as intended
0  Missing or damaged beyond use
The RayOLite units seemed to have suffered the most wear
with several cracked and broken castings and one severely
damaged reflector (Figure 2). The RayOLite units averaged
a 2.55 durability rating (fair to poor).

The Hallen units fared
somewhat better with only
four cracked castings. These
units use a 3M reflector that
has stood up very well during the evaluation. These
markers were in very good condition overall earning them
a 3.6 average rating [fair to good] (Figure 3).
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Ennis Paint’s “Stimsonite” units (formerly AveryDennison)
appear to be performing just slightly better than Hallen at this
point in time with all of their units averaging a rating of 3.8
(Figure 4). It should also be noted that these reflectors were
replaced in the field by the Avery Representative just after
the castings were set in place. The reason for the change was
that the units came with clear/clear reflectors while clear/red
was specified for the entire test deck.
However, this has given us an opportunity to see how well
reflectors replaced in the field perform. The answer is
apparently very well as there appears to be no loss of
adhesion between the reflectors and the castings at this point. A bead of “Liquid Nails”
adhesive is run on the underside of the reflector before insertion into the casting.
It was noted that the epoxy adhesive used to anchor the units in the pavement is standing
up quite well to traffic and snow removal efforts as excess epoxy is still apparently well
bonded to the pavement. None of the units appear to be loose or coming free of the
surrounding pavement. No reflectors were missing in any of the units, and only one
appeared to be severely damaged, but still somewhat functional.
Below is a graphic depiction of the results of this evaluation:
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This test deck will be inspected one more time, in the Fall of 2007.
Doug Gayne, Product Approval Coordinator, November 9, 2006
Maine Department of Transportation
Bureau of Planning, Transportation Research Division
2076243268
doug.gayne@maine.gov
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